How to use OTA’s Live Timing Website
Since 2019, Ontario Time Attack (OTA) has moved to a new timing system
built off the MyLaps X2 motorsports timing system architecture but with a
highly customized overlay (designed and built by Will Parsons) that is specific
to OTA’s iPAX scoring system. This level of hardware and software has made
live timing much more accessible to competitors and spectators alike.
What most competitors don’t seem to know is that aside from just showing
your top five best scored laps, you can also use this website for data mining
to determine what you need to do to win your class and win the overall event
as well. This guide is meant to explain what the website can provide you and
how to use it to data mine your way to a potential event win!

Live Timing Website: http://livetiming.ontariotimeattack.ca/

The above link will take you to the most recent event live timing site.
ALL DATA on Live Timing updates within seconds of a lap being run.
Make sure to refresh your page when accessing it!
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Understanding the information shown:
The main timing page is sorted from highest to lowest class with competitors
in each class sorted by highest score (iPAX) to lowest. Let’s take a look at the
leader for the Modified class.

The five laps shown above are the competitor’s TOP FIVE scored laps in
competition. They are not necessarily the last five laps. If you want to see ALL
of this competitor’s laps, click on the driver name and it will bring you to a
new page as seen below.
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You’ll notice by now that each competitor is always shown with the following
information:
-

Car make and model
PI (Performance Index)
Class Target
Overall Target

PI (Performance Index):
This is the competitor’s official classification performance index as calculated based on
the modifications they’ve implemented on their vehicle and submitted via the Car
Classification Data Base (CCDB). Please see OTA rulebook on how to class your vehicle or
how modifications are penalized. This is also some insight into how modified this
competitor’s car is as well.

Class Target:
This is the lap time that this competitor needs to achieve in order to win his respective
class. Since we took the winner of the Modified class, the time to win the class matches
his best lap time.

Overall Target:
This is the lap time that the competitor need to achieve in order to win the event overall
on iPAX scoring. You’ll notice that in this example, it shows 1:25.029 but the competitor
drove a 1:25.281. This means that if he shaved off 0.252s on his best lap, he would have
taken home the Event Champion win.
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Clicking on the “View All Events” link on the top right corner will take you to a page with a
rolling history of all of OTA’s events recorded using the MyLaps X2 timing system since
2019 and you can access the same timing information on each event by clicking on it.

We hope that this quick guide has brough more insight into our rules and how much
work OTA puts into balancing our classing system in order to live true to our motto:

“LIVE timing + FAIR classing + FAST drivers + join OTA!”
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